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MANAGED BY THE ALP - THE MASTER STACKERS OF BRANCHES, COURTS AND THE PUBLIC SERVICE 

The Victorian ALP, led by Dan Andrews since 2010, has been in power for sixteen 

of the last twenty years. Their natural voting base has expanded on the back of 

a massive influx of migrants during this period. The ALP has taken advantage of 

their time in office to stack our public service, and our judiciary, with woke, left-

leaning social engineers. This has led directly to the terrifying Hotel Quarantine 

disaster, acknowledged by all as the worst failure of Government in our history. 

THE COURTS The Victorian Court of Appeal was recently rocked by a landmark legal study finding that no 

less than eighteen criminal judgments under its President, Chris Maxwell, have been overturned by the 

High Court. Eighteen! (Under the aegis of the previous President, John Winneke, there were but two). Read 

and compare the Chris Maxwell and Anne Ferguson findings with Mark Weinberg’s dissenting opinion in 

the nonsensical Pell case, to understand how the Court has been reduced to a laughing stock.  

THE PUBLIC SERVICE The politicization of the Public Service is best illustrated with the rise and fall of our 

Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Little Annie Van D. Even our Health Minister, who once claimed with a straight 

face that Little Annie had handled the Cedar Meats debacle “perfectly”, could not save Little Annie after 

the repeated contact tracing failures and the abysmal Hotel Quarantine scandal. Little Annie was quietly 

relieved of her Covid-19 responsibility. She now advises the birds of Victoria on how to avoid whatever 

strain of avian flu is currently on the fly. 

Her efforts in this regard are presumably hampered by her inability to tweet. Tweeting privileges were 

withdrawn after her miserable attempt to conflate Captain Cook, the famous explorer and distinguished 

cartographer, with a genocidal invasion of Australia which, if it occurred and it did not, was many years 

after Captain Cook’s death. 

DAN ANDREWS TAKES OBFUSCATION TO AN ART FORM Our Premier’s superb spinning skills deserted 

him this week when he declared "I don't believe ADF support was on offer". Andrews was present in the 

National Cabinet meeting of March 27 which led to the public announcement by Morrison that hotel 

quarantine would be implemented with ADF support where necessary. Recordings of later meetings reveal 

that a specific offer of 850 defence personnel made in June was accepted by the Andrews Government, 

only to be rejected shortly afterwards - for reasons that Dan Andrews has declined to share with us. 

The failure of the Victorian Government to follow its own EMV Influenza Pandemic Master Plan also remains 

unexplained. It is still not clear which State Department had ultimate authority for Hotel Quarantine. What 

is clear is that the decision to use private security firms, in particular the crooks at UNIFIED SECURITY, has 

led to lonely deaths, bankruptcies, business failures and wealth destruction on an unimaginable scale. 
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UNIFIED SECURITY The NSW based UNIFIED SECURITY do not appear on the approved Victorian Security 

Supplier List. Even more reprehensively, at the time of their appointment to guard Hotel Quarantine at the 

ill-fated RYDGES ON SWANSTON, they were operating in Victoria on an expired Master License! Why have a 

list? Why have a license system? How on earth were they ever appointed? 

The short answer is that a Victorian Public Servant made a race-based choice under the cloak of 

affirmative action (or rather reverse racism, to call it out for what it is). This DELWP policy mandates a 1% 

Indigenous Procurement Target on a whole of Government basis that by very definition guarantees 

contracts are awarded on the basis of race, not merit.   

By contrast, the gold standard to which all we good citizens aspire, is the treatment of everyone equally, 

regardless of race, colour, sexual orientation or social position. 

The Victorian Public Service is chock-a-bloc however with woke left wingers who worship at the altar of 

affirmative action, Other institutions in Victoria are similarly infected. Take Gil McLaughlin, the obscenely 

overpaid CEO of the AFL, who promulgates political correctness to the point of absurdity e.g. his recent 

announcement that all Clubs would be forced to slash their non-football budgets but, in a craven attempt 

at virtue signalling, Gil added the caveat that the cuts did not apply to women or to Aboriginals. Racist and 

Sexist. And Dangerous. It is attitudes as pernicious as Gil’s, that encourage naïve bureaucrats to make 

decisions as disastrous as the UNIFIED SECURITY appointment. 

UNIFIED SECURITY ~ PHOENIXING ON AN INDUSTRIAL SCALE UNIFIED SECURITY is a serial phoenixing 

outfit run by a crook. Having snared the Hotel Quarantine contract on the basis of race, UNIFIED SECURITY 

proceeded to parcel it out to five different sub-contractors. How anyone could believe that this helps the 

wider Aboriginal community is not clear. 

The UNIFIED SECURITY website boasts that the company is “Wholly Australian and Indigenous-owned”. 

Wholly Australian? Possibly – you’d have to work your way through a labyrinth of trusts to be sure. 

Indigenous-owned? That depends on your definition of “indigenous” and “owned”. We do know that an 

Australian, both of whose parents were born in Sicily, owns at least 49%. 

In fact, the current UNIFIED SECURITY incarnation is the latest of a long line of failed security companies 

“owned” by Luigi Trunzo and/or David Millward. Let us lift the corporate veil … 

THE SICILIAN 

In the mid 1990’s Luigi identified a 

demand, in the circles in which he 

moved, for bullet-proof glass vehicles. 

Luigi founded a bullet-proof glass 

importing business. Sadly, it failed. 

His target customers had apparently 

worked out that bullet-proof glass 

was of very little use if the shooter 

was in your garage or prepared to 

shoot you through open windows 

while watching your kids at AUSKICK. 

THE MAN WITH THE PISTOL BEHIND THE PILLAR IS LUIGI TRUNZO.                                  

 The resilient Luigi recovered quickly from this setback. He purchased a fridge, a two-way radio and four 

Glock 9mm pistols and formed the first incarnation of the UNITED SECURITY GROUP                                 /3                                                                        
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The original UNIFIED SECURITY collapsed in 2002 owing plenty. When it emerged from administration it sold 

all its assets, including the four Glock pistols, essentially to itself, but on paper to UNIFIED SECURITY (Mark 

Two), for a lousy $20,000. 

UNIFIED SECURITY (Mark Two) lasted six years before also collapsing, owing millions. This time the creditors 

collected a paltry 3.7c in the dollar. 

The Lamborghini driving Luigi, who continues to reside in an Earlwood mansion worth many millions, hardly 

missed a beat. After serving as a director of various incarnations of the UNIFIED SECURITY group (ASIC 

records reveal two stints, each of eight years, from 1997-2005 and again from 2007-2015) the 

entrepreneurial Luigi wisely elected to operate behind the scenes in future. Particularly after becoming 

aware that the liquidator had reported to ASIC that “a director of Unified Security had committed potential 

offences under the Corporation Act”. 

Luigi was in need of a front man. As luck would have it, he stumbled over the perfect solution. An 

“Aboriginal” prepared to “own” 51% of UNIFIED SECURITY (Mark Three). Enter David Millward. 

From the ashes rose yet another version of UNIFIED SECURITY. Same customers. Same employees. Same 

Parramatta Rd address. The owners this time however hiding behind an even more opaque maze of trusts.  

THE ABORIGINAL 

David Millward may be better known 

to boxing aficionados as the trainer of 

the infamous John Hopoate. Hopoate 

was run out of Rugby League because 

of a revolting habit of sticking fingers 

up opposition bums in scrums.  

David Millward lays claim to aboriginal 

ancestry. For the purposes of this 

essay we will take him at his word. 

After all, his claim faces a very low bar.                                 

DAVID MILLWARD THE MAJORITY “OWNER” OF UNIFIED SECURITY 

Let’s for example take the author of the fictional DARK EMU, Brian Pascoe. Pascoe claims to be aboriginal. 

His forebears on both sides had zero contact with Aboriginals. The man is an unmitigated liar. But that 

does not stop him declaring that the mere fact he chooses to identify as aboriginal is proof enough. FFS! 

Millward’s track record in running security businesses matches that of his partner Luigi Trunzo. In recent 

years two businesses that Millward owned and ran, GUARDSPLUS SECURITY and YENDYS MANPOWER ended 

in liquidation. The GUARDSPLUS SECURITY Liquidator’s Report to Creditors identified “possible insolvent 

trading. YENDYS MANPOWER left unsecured creditors owed in excess of $1.5 million. 

IF BY NOW YOU’RE NOT AS FURIOUS AS I AM   -  YOU BLOODY WELL SHOULD BE!  RING YOUR LOCAL 

MEMBER AND DEMAND THAT THIS SHAMBOLIC ANDREWS GOVERNMENT RESIGN! THE MISERABLE 

MISCREANTS HAVE RUINED GENERATIONS OF VICTORIAN LIVES THROUGH THEIR SHEER STUPIDITY!  

God Save Victoria from this oh so arrogant Premier and his incompetent Cabinet! And good luck! You'll 

need it if you live in the State of Disaster. 

PETER                                                                  SATURDAY 15 AUGUST 2020 


